
BERANGER - TECH RIDER

Tavel Party Size: 2

Todd James
Beranger Gras

Please Note: The temperature on stage should not be below 15 degrees Celsius, otherwise, 
Beranger reserves the right to cancel the performance. If the performance location is outside, 
make sure appropriate heating is provided on stage (heaters) so that the overall temperature on 
stage does not drop below 15 degrees Celsius at any time during play time.

ACCOMODATION

If outside of Berlin, please provide suitable accommodation for the traveling party. Accommodation 
will include two beds, a working and clean bathroom + shower, heating (in winter time), power and 

wifi.

TRAVEL

All travel expenses will be covered by the promoter either by paying travel costs directly, or by 
reimbursing travel expenses latest 10 days after the performance itself (gas, train, airplane, van 

rental) and transferred back to a bank account specified by Beranger Gras or Christopher Brosch 
via invoice.

CATERING

For the travel party, appropriate catering should be provided upon arrival, including 3 meals a day 
(breakfast, lunch, dinner) on the days the band is mobilised in order to perform. Please provide 

anything amongst the following: fresh fish, vegetables, fruits, nuts, meat, rice, lentils, or any 
“healthy foods” (just no pizzas, pasta, sandwiches, kebabs, bread rolls, sausage rolls) for the 

traveling party.

The following drinks should be available daily upon arrival for each member of the travelling party: 



Mineral Water (non sparkling) - 4 L
Coffee 
Honey
Hot Water
Long Drinks  - Whiskey Coke or Whiskey Sour 
Long Drinks - Gin Tonic

MERCHANDISE

A table with lighting should be available for the band to sell their merchandise.

EQUIPMENT

It may be separately agreed upon via mail that some of the below gear should be brought by the 
band itself, should it not be at the organiser's disposal. 

In this event, please provide only those items which will not be brought by the band: 

GEAR UNITS

PIANO + VOICE

Nord Piano 3 (88 keys required) or an 88 keys Nord 
Stage 2 fx. Please note: 88 keys are a must. The 
Nord Piano 3 or Nord Stage 2 fx should also come 

with it’s sustain pedal unless agreed otherwise.

1

Shure sm58 Microphone 1

XLR Cables 2

Jack Cables 4

Mic Stand Long + Bendable for Pianist to Sing 1

Adjustable Keyboard Stand (sufficiently high to play 
standing up on two legs)

1

Midi Cable Cord (2 meters) 1

STAGE



Note

All drums are to be fitted with new heads
A 5” diameter hole is required off center (4 o’clock position) in the bass drum front resonance head. 

PREFERRED LIGHTING

Live PA Speakers 2

Live Subwoofer 1

Multiplug Power Socket (3 Plugs) 1

Power Extension Chord (6 meters) 1

Allen & Heath Zed Fx 10 Mixing Desk for Vocal 
Reverb and EQ

1

Stage Monitors 3

DRUMS

22" Bass Drum including Front Resonance Head 1

14” Snare 1

16” Floor Tom 1

DRUM MICROPHONES

Bass Drum Microphone 1

Snare Microphone 1

Floor Tom Microphone 1

Overhead Microphone 2

High Hat Microphone 1

DRUM HARDWARE

High Hat Stand and Clutch 1

Snare Drum Stand 1

Carpet (2m x 2m) 1

Drum Throne Sturdy and Adjustable 1

Boom Arm Cymbal Stands 3

Kick Pedal 1

GEAR UNITS



The general atmosphere should reflect an Opera House’s classical pianistic recital breaking bad 
into a massive heavy metal festival mosh pit. Heavy Baroque Pop.

Main Colors - Bright Purple / Red Glow / Blue - Dominant Colours are Purple / Red, alternate with 
Blue

White Strobo Lights to the audience on the heavy chorus breakdowns
White Strobo Lights on the ground facing Todd on the heavy drum parts

Warm Yellow Lights on the softer pianistic melodic parts
Black out + Spotlight following Beranger for the solo piano parts / songs. 

PARKING

Please provide a safe parking space for the band if arriving by car. Please provide a safe parking 
space for overnight stay if overnight stay is agreed upon.

SOUNDCHECK & SET UP

Before the show, at least one hour should be reserved for set up and soundcheck 
purposes. The band does not travel with their own mixing engineer so a mixing engineer on 

location should be provided to soundcheck the band and do their live sound. 

A safe-guard room should be provided for the band members to store their gear and personal 
belongings while at the venue. The promoter (or the venue’s management) will be held responsible 

for the loss of any equipment or personal belongings on their premises.

For any further information please contact: 

Beranger: Beranger Gras; beranger.gras@gmail.com  004917657928709
Label: Markus Immesberger; markus.immesberger@sonymusic.com    0049(0)89 540222 9430
Booking: Christopher Brosch;christopher@meltbooking.com  0049 30 40367050
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